CHERIE MILLER, LPC
Eating Disorder Therapist & Speaker
Group Practice Owner of Food Freedom Therapy™

ABOUT ME
I have 15 years of experience as an eating disorder mentor, speaker,
educator, and advocate. I'm so passionate about this work because I
myself recovered from an eating disorder many years ago.
After working in corporate marketing for 10 years, I got my Master’s
in Counseling and became a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC)
in the state of Texas. My experience working at eating disorder
hospitals eventually led me to start my own outpatient therapy
practice, Food Freedom Therapy. I also teach other therapists how
to work with eating disorder clients through continuing education
classes and consulting services.
I am a member of the International Association of Eating Disorders
Professionals Foundation (iaedp) and the Association for Size
Diversity and Health (ASDAH).
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About
Food Freedom
Therapy™

Our team specializes in helping women and men make peace with
food and their bodies. All of our staff practice from an anti-diet,
Health At Every Size® philosophy, which means we respect body
diversity and believe health is not necessarily determined by a
person's weight.
No one should have to live in disordered eating. Our goal is to

Counseling

support people in learning to trust their body’s cues about foods so

Food Freedom Coaching

they can eat freely and fearlessly. We want to help people develop

Nutrition Therapy

a deep sense of self-worth that is not tied to weight or appearance.
We are also social justice advocates speaking up for how diet
culture and weight stigma affects people in marginalized bodies.

RECENT
PODCAST APPEARANCES

Soul Sessions with Jodi Gale (Noom: The Wolf in
Sheep’s Clothing)
The Yours Chewly Podcast with Claire Chewning,
RD (Making Peace with Antidepressants & Body
Changes)
The Intuitively You Podcast with Jenn Baswick, RD
(Overcoming the Fear of Weight Gain)
The Kitchen Table Podcast with Alicia Brown, RDN
(How to Deal with Weight Gain)

CONTACT ME
LET'S CONNECT!

www.foodfreedomtherapy.com
@foodfreedomtherapist
cherie@foodfreedomtherapy.com
720-252-2908

What's New
According to WIkipedia, a press kit, often referred
to as a media kit in business environments, is a
pre-packaged set of promotional materials that

The Anti-Diet Retreat
March 30 - April 2, 2023
Virginia Beach, VA
antidietretreat.com

provide information about a person, company,
organization or cause and which is distributed to
members of the media for promotional use. Press
kits, or media kits as they are sometimes known,
are often distributed to announce a release or for a
news conference.

